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Variation Diminishing Transformations and Sturm-
Ljouville Systems

by 1.1. Hibschman, Jr.1)

1. Introduction. This paper is the fourth in a séries; however the foliowing
material may be considered as an introduction not only to this paper, but to
the preceding papers [3], [4], [5], as well. Given a matrix M — [m(i,j)]

i,j 1, 2, n let us dénote by M\\}' ' ' ' !* where 1 < ix < i2 <
< H < n >

1 < h < i'2 < • • • < îk < n *^e submatrix of M formed from the
éléments in the rows %,..., ik and the columns jx, jk. A matrix M is

said to be totally non-negative if ail of the quantities det MI .* ' * ' ' .* I

are non négative. Matrices with this property and with related properties
play an essential rôle in several fields of mathematics, see [2] and [7]. Hère
we cite only the following resuit. Let Hn be the space of real column vectors
with n entries

u
u(2)

_ u{n) _

We dénote by V[u] the number of changes of sign of the séquence u(l),u(2),

Theorem 1 a. A necessary and sufficient condition that for every u e Hn,
V\_Mu\ < V\u\y and that if F[Jlf^] V[u] the first non-zero components
of u and Mu hâve the same sign, is that M be totally non-negative.

For a démonstration of this resuit, due to Schoenbebg and Kbein, see

[2, p. 291].
A matrix of the form

T =s

r(l) 8{l) 0

t(l) r(2) 8(2)-
0 t(2) r(3)

0
0

0
0
0

0 0 0 t(n-l)r(n)

(1)

1) This work was carried out while the author was in résidence in Zurich, and was supported
by the United States Air Force through the Air Force Office of Scientifio Research and Development

Coramand under Contract No. AF 49 (638) -846.
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with t(k)s(k) > 0 k 1, n — 1 is called a normal Jacobi matrix. We
will deal with Jacobi matrices satisfying the additional condition

e(fc)<0,3(fc)<0,fc= 1,2,...,*- 1 (2)

Consider the foliowing problem: what matrix functions 0(T) are totally non-
negative. We begin by recalling the définition of &(T). It is not hard, see

[2, p. 80], to show that the characteristic values of a normal Jacobi matrix
are real and distinct, so that the matrix is diagonizable. Let A(l), X(n)
be the characteristic values, and let y(k),

y(k)

y(n, k)

be the eigen vector of T corresponding to X(k).y(k) is uniquely determined

up to multiplication by an arbitrary non-zero constant, and the matrix
y= [y(i,k)] is non-singular. Let L be the diagonal matrix with entries

A(l),..., X{n). We then hâve T YLY~l. For tp{X) a real fonction
defined for A e S(T), the spectrum of T, 8(T) {A(l), X(n)}, we first
define q>(L) to be the diagonal matrix with entries
and then put

We note for future référence the following (familiar) properties :

i. if <p(À) A, then <p(T) T ;

ii. if <p(A) c^(A) + c2ç>2(A) then <p (T) olVl(T) + c2<p2(T) ; (3)

iii. if ç>(A) ^(A)^2(A) then<p(T) 9l(T)'(p2{T)\
iv. if ç?(A) limç>n(A) then2) <p(T) ]im<pn(T).

n —> oo n —? oo

Let us define

yt+(r)=l.u.b.{A|Ae£(T)}, (4)

yl-(r) î.u.b. {-A | A c/S^)}
Theorem 1b. Let T be a Jacobi matrix satisfying (2) and let us assume3)

that A+(T) >0, A~(T) >0. Letafc k= 1,2,..., bk k= 1,2,..., and c

satisfy the conditions4)

*) This means that the t, /-th entry of q>{T) is the lirait as n -> oo of the », ;-th entry of
<pn{T) for sj « 1, 2, n.

*) This involves no real loss of generality since if Tt T —/*/ then A+{TX) /t+(T) — /*
and A~{T) yl-(!T) + fi.

*) There may be finitely many or even no ak's and finitely many or no 6&'s.
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A+(T) < «! < a2 < Hat-1 < oo
k

A-{T) < bx < b2 < S V1 < oo (5)

and let

then ç? (î7) is totally non-negative.
In order to carry out the (simple) démonstration of this theorem we need

several elementary results concerning not necessarily normal Jacobi matrices.

It follows from [2, p. 93] that a Jacobi matrix is totally non-negative if and

only if:
i. the entries not on the main diagonal are non-negative ;

ii. the eharacteristic values are non-negative

It follows that if q>(X) 1 — arx\ where a > A+(T) then <p(T) I — a~xT
is totally non-negative. The matrix M is said to be sign regular if and only if

for ail 1 < ix < i2 < • • • < H < w, 1 < jx < j2 < - • < j* < w It is shown in
[2, p. 93] that a Jacobi matrix is sign regular if and only if:

i. the entries not on the main diagonal are non-positive ;

ii. the eharacteristic values are non-negative.

Finally if M is non-singular then M is totally non-negative if and only if
M-1 is sign regular, see [2, p. 87]. Thèse remarks taken together show that if
q>(X) [1 + 6"1A]~1 then <p(T) [/ + b^T]"1 is totally non-negative pro-
vided b > A~ (T). By the Cauchy-Binet formula the product of totally
non-negative matrices is again totally non-negative. Thus if ak > A+(T)
k 1, m and if bi > A~(T) j 1, nf and if

11(1 - A/a*)

11(1 +

then ç? (T) is totally non-negative. Hère we hâve used iii. of (3). Using property
iv. of (3) the démonstration of our theorem is easily completed.

We now turn to the spécifie subject matter of the présent paper. Let H be
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the real Hilbebt space offunctions u (x) defined and measurable on 0 < x < oo,
and such that

||«|| [Ju(x)*dx]i
0

is finite. Let T be the differential operator

Tu(x) q(x)u(x) - u"{x) (7)

with the boundary condition

u(0) cos# + w'(0)sin* 0. (8)

Hère q(x) is a continuons real function defined for 0 < x < oo, and oc is
a parameter — n < oc < 0. More specifically the domain of T consists of
those functions u(x) eH such that: i. u(x) and u'(x) are absolutely conti-
nuous for 0 < x< oo, and Tu çH; and ii. the condition (8) is satisfied.
Under suitable assumptions on q, T as defined above is self-adjoint, see [13,
Chapter III]. Let 8(T) be the spectrum of T and E(dA) the resolution of the
identity in H associated with T. Then if cp(À) is any Bobel measurable function

defined for X e S(T) we may define q>(T) by the formula

<p(T)
— 00

for ail u € H for which

If tp (X) is bounded then the domain of q> (T) is H. Suitable analogues of the
properties (3) are valid. It is natural to conjecture that the évident analogue
of Theorem lb is true. In the présent paper we assume that:

i. q (x) is continuous and bounded for 0 < x < oo ;

00

ii. J (1 + x2) | q(x) | dx < oo
o

Under thèse assumptions it can be shown that 8(T) consists of the points
0 < A < oo, ail belonging to the continuous spectrum, together with a finite
number of points Xm < Xm_x < < ^ < 0 ail belonging to the point
spectrum. We will show that if

where c > 0, A~(T) < bx < 62 < Eb^1 < oo then <p(T) is variation
Je

diminishing, i.e. V[q>(T)u] < V[u] for ail u e H. Note that for u € H, V[u]
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is defined as the minimum of the number of changes of sign of ail the fonctions
u*(x) which are almost everywhere equal to u(x) for 0 < x < oo.
Converse ly every bounded Bobel measurable <p defined for X eS(T) for which
q>(T) is variation diminishing is essentially of the above form. The démonstration

of this second statement, which is the more difficult and the more interest-
ing, is carried out using the asymptotic argument developed in [5]. However
the discrète spectrum which may be présent hère causes difficulties not en-
countered in the previous application of this method.

2. The spectral structure of T. The results of this section are taken from
Titohmabsh [13, Chapter V], and to a lesser extent from Levinson [8]. In
the few cases in which the results are not stated in the form we require this
is pointed out and the necessary modifications are indicated. We assume
throughout that:

i. q (x) iscontinuous and bounded for 0 < x < oo; (1)

ii. f(l + x2) | q(x) \dx<oo.
o

Let y(x, X) be the (unique) solution of the differential équation

Ty^Xy, (0<*<oo), (2)

where Ty qy — y", under the initial conditions

y(09 X) sin#,y'(O, X) — cos* (— n<oc <0). (3)

From this définition it is easily proved that for each x,0 < x < oo,y(x, X)

is an entire function of X. Moreover setting X s2 we find that for 0 < x < oo

|y(*,**)| <K(l + x)e^* 8 a + ir. (4)

Hère and throughout we use K for any finite positive constant depending only
on ?(•)• Titghmabsh proves a slightly différent inequality, but his method
implies (4). For the spécial case « Owe hâve the stronger inequality;

\»ix9^)\<Kxe^ml{l + \s\x)9 (5)

see Levinson [8]. Let us define M (s) by the formula
00

2sM(s) s einoi —- i cos<* + i J eitxq(x)y(x,82)dx (6)
o

It is évident from (4) that if 8 a + ir then 2sM (s) is analytic for t > 0
and continuous for t > 0. Moreover we hâve for 8 fixed, r > 0,

+ o(e-ia*) x -> + oo (7)
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and for x 0, a > 0,

y(x, or2) e-<0* M (a) + eiax M (a) + o(l) x ->¦ oo (8)

It follows from (6) that

2s M {s) s sin<% + o(s) \s\-+oo, — 7t<oc<Q, (9)

_t + o(l) |s|-*oo, * 0,
uniformly for t > 0. For the case oc 0 see [8]. It can also be shown that

2s M (s) a + bs + o(l) |«|->0 (10)

uniformly for t > 0. Hère a and 6 are not both 0. The relation (10) is proved
in [8] for the case oc 0. The gênerai case is entirely similar. It is to be noted
that it is only in the démonstration of (10) that the full force of condition ii.
of (1) is needed. It follows from (9) and (10) that M (s) has at most finitely
many zéros on the line s ir,0 < r < oo. Let thèse zéros be iLx, iL2>
iLm where 0 < Lx < L2 < < Lm Thèse zéros of M (s) are simple and
M (s) has no other zéros in Im s > 0

It can be verified that the spectrum S(T) of T consists of 0 < A < oo
ail points of which belong to the continuous spectrum, together with the
points X — Lx2,...,— Lm2, ail belonging to the point spectrum. Let us
dénote, as in § 1, by H the space of ail real Lebesgtje measurable functions
u(x) on 0 < x < oo for which

is finite. Let us also dénote by H the space of ail real Lebesgue measurable
functions g(X) defined for X eS{T) and such that

II g II2 — 1 [gWY A-* I M{VI) \-*dX + ZPkg(-W)
is finite where

00

ix 1 &=l}...,m.
With thèse définitions it follows that the mappings / -> f* and g ->g^
defined6) by

T W J y(x, X) f(x) dx X e S(T), (11)
o

*) Both intégrais hère must be interpreted as limita in the mean of order two; that is, /^ (A)
A

is the limit in H* of the séquence f2W * / y(*. X)f(x) dx as A -»¦ + oo, etc.
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and

f{x) ~ ]y(x, X)g(X) X-i | M(VI) \~HX + Zy(x, - L\) g( - L\) Pk, (12)
71

o *«i
are isometric mappings of H onto H^, and of H* onto Jff. Moreover thèse

mappings are inverse; that is (f*f f, (g^)^ g. Finally / € H is in the
domain D(T) of î7 if and only if Xf^(X) e H^, and in this case we hâve

fT(X) ^r(A).
The operational calculus of § 1 now takes the form

<p(T)f.(x) -1 ]y(x,X)r(X)(p(X) X-i | M(ÏX)\-*dX (13)
7T 0

where q> (X) is any bounded Lebesgtte measurable function on 8(T). Note
that <fi(T) <p%{T) if and only if <px(X) <p2(X) almost everywhere for
0 < X < oo, and q>x(—Lk2) q)2( — Lk2) for A; 1, m. Our problem
is, of course, to détermine those functions q> for which <p(T) is a variation
diminishing transformation of H into itself.

For future use it is necessary for us to rewrite the inversion formula (12)
in a form suitable for the application of the calculus of residues. For each s

in the half plane r > 0 there exists a function yx(x, s) such that Tyx(x, s)

s*yx(x, s), and

|yi(*,«)l <Ke-** (14)
OO

I yi(x, s) — ei8X | < K e~TX \ s I"1 J | q(Ç) \ d|, (15)
X

for 0 < x < oo For this resuit see Levinson [8]. Note that T —XI
annihilâtes y (x, X) while T — s2l annihilâtes yi(x,s). We also hâve

00
I h i Ir» a\ à o cisx I <" JT p—rx f I n(t\ j J t (l f{\
I %fX \ > — I ^* -**¦ *^ J | " \£/ I ^*S • v "/

x

This is easily deduced from the relation 5.9 of [8]. If a séries of analytic functions

converges uniformly in a région to a (necessarily) analytic limit then the
derivatives also converge to the derivatives of the limit function. Applying
this principle to e~i8Xyx(xt s) one easily deduces that for x > 0

-)nyi(x>8) (ix)nei8x[l + o(l)] *->+oo. (17)

The functions yx{xy o) and yx(x, a) are annihilated by T —o2l, and they are
indépendant as can be seen from (15). y (x, a2) is also annihilated by T — a2/,
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and is therefore a linear combination of yx{x, a) and ^(œ, a). Using (8) we
see that for a > 0

y(x9 (T2) M (a) yx(x, a) + M (a) yx{xy a) (18)

If in (12) we first make the change of variables A — or2 and then use (18) we
obtain

±. jj[M(o)yi(x, a) + M{a)Vl{x, a)] g(o>) \ M (a) \~*do

m

+ Zy(x,-Lh*)g{-L1*)Pk.

Using the relation yx(x, a) yt(x, —a) and the fact that y(x, —Lk2)
cky1(x, i Lk) this becomes

ffV(*)=— Jy1(x,o)g{p*)M(ko)-'-io (19)
71 _ oo

m

+ Zy1{x,iLk)g(-L1?)P'h
k l

where Pk' ckPk. We require an alternative expression for Pk To this end
we set

oo

y? {X,ix) $y(x, X)y1{x,ir)dx
o

Using the dififerential équations satisfied by y and yx and integrating by parts
twiee it is easy to show that for k(t) correctly chosen and r 4= Ll9 Lmi

VÎ(l,ir) k(T)l(X + T*). (20)

Since (y^)v yx we hâve

yt{x,ir) A f 4(r) (r2 + a^Vl(x9 o)M{o)^do (21)

We deform the line of intégration in the intégral on the right from Im 8 0

to Im« r, where r is large and positive. This is easily justified using (9),
(10), and (14). We find that if — %Mk is the residue of 1/Jf (a) at Lk (Mk is
then real because M (s) is real on the positive imaginary axis) we hâve
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yx(x, ix) 2n i {— Êk(x) (r2 — Lk2)~

-k(x) (2ix)-1yx(xiix)

}fx\X, %lJk) K{X) [X —Jjk rk

where

2 °°+ri
R(x) — J k(x) (t2 -f- cr2)—1 ^i(a?, or) Jbf (c)""1 d <

It is easy to see that | R(x) | < K e~rx and since by Caxjchy's theorem R(x)
is indépendantofr it follows that R(x) 0. It is nowevident that Pk —éMk
k 1, m, and also that 2k(x) xM(ix). Using this we now obtain
the inversion formula in the required form

g"{z) — fyi(x, a) gr((T2) M (a)"1 do (22)
^ — 00

3. Sufficient Conditions. We assume that conditions i. and ii. of (1) § 2 hold.

Theorem 3a. If 6 > A~(T) and if ç?(A, 6) (1 + A/6)-1 then <p(T, b) is
variation diminishing; that is, for every u c H V[<p(T, b) u] < V[u].

Prom § 2 we recall the following properties of yt(x, ix) :

ii. yx(x, ix) e-*T[l + o(l)] as a; -> oo ;
#

(1)

iii. y'i(xy ix) —xe-XT\l + o(l)] as a; -> cxd

Let /5(o?, r) be defined by

^(a:,iT) rsin P(x, x),
yt'(x,ix) reos/9(a:, x),

r>0.
Initially p(xf x) is determined only up to an intégral multiple of 2n ; however
once it has been jfixed for any value of a? it is to be determined for other values
of a; in such a way that it is continuous. We note that fi(x, x) is equal to an
intégral multiple of n only if yx(xt ix) vanishes and that if /?(%, x)
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then /?(#, t) > n^pi for x > x1. It is évident from (1) that we may take
0(oo, r) n — Arctan t"1 We recall that — n: < oc < 0 We assert and
will prove that if t2 > A~(T) then

yi(x,ir)> 0 (0<#<oo), (2)

and that

^i(0, ir) cosoc+ yx'(0, ir) ain oc> 0 (3)

Consider the graph of /?(#, t)

The assertions (2) and (3) are équivalent to the inequality /?(0, t) > — oc.

It is therefore sufficient to prove that /?(0, r) < — a is impossible. If
/?(0, t) — a, then — t2 belongs to the point spectrum of T contrary
to the assumption t2 > A~(T). In order to proceed we need the following
faets:

i. f}(0, t) is a continuous function of r ;

ii. Tj > t implies that /8(0, rt) > 0(0, t);
iii. lim /S(0, t^) ?r.

The fîrst statement is easily deduced from the continuity of yi(x,s) for
Im «>0,0<a;<oo, see [8, p. 22]. The second and third statements are
simple déductions from the Stubm comparison theory applied to the interval
0 < x < oo, see Coddington and Levinson [1, p. 210]. It follows that if
j8(0, t) < — oc, then there will exist a value %x > r for which /S(0, rt)

—oc. But then — x^ belongs to the point spectrum of T which is

impossible. Thus (2) and (3) are valid.
Now let U€D(T), the domain of T. We will show that V[(bl + T)u] > V[u].

Let b t2 (so that r2 > A~(T)).
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A simple computation shows that

+ T)u= -y1(x,ir)~1[-T~)y1{x,irf[-^-)u(x)ly1(xyix)

Since u c D(T), we hâve u(0) — r sin<%, ^;(0) r cosoc

Thus

and thus since /3(0, t) > — oc we hâve

Q ft fin / _____ I fit {f\ I 4/ f i f\ e\ —— Q fl Vt Oi tCi\oy fti i ~j I w\juj l y\ \«*/ 3 w w^ I a;=o — oy iv vu\\jj

For example if w(0) > 0 then the graph of u(x)jy1(x, ir) looks as follows.

z u{x)y1{xtir)-1

»^_ a;

It is évident that {^(a;)/^1(a;, ir)}; has a change of sign to the left of each

change of sign of u(x) and thus that

x)lyi(x,iT)}']> V[u(x)].
Next since, as is easily seen,

hmy1(x,ir)2{u(x)jy1(xyir)y 0

a;-> oo

it follows that {yx(x9ir)2[u(x)/y1(xyir)yy has a change of sign to the right
of each change of sign of {n(x)/y1(x, ir)}r and thus that

Vl{yt(x, ir)W)lyi(x, ir)}'}'] > V[{u(x)/y1(xi tr)}']
Thèse results together show that bl + T is variation increasing and so that
(bl + T)~x is variation decreasing.

Theorem 3 b. Assume that conditions (1) of § 2 hold.
If A~(T) < &! < 62 < Zbj-1 < oo c > 0 and if

h

<p{X) [e«*/7(l + A/6fc)]-i A c S(T), (4)

then <p{T) is variation decreasing on H.
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Since the product of variation diminishing transformations is variation
diminishing, we see from Theorem 3a that

<p(T,nlc)«n9(T,bk)=q>n(T)
1

is variation decreasing; i.e. V[cpn(T)u] < V[u] We hâve

n -> oo

Moreover there is a constant M such that for ail n 1,2,...
\<pn(X)\<M X<S(T).

Using (13) of § 2 this implies that

lim\\<p(T)u-<pn(T)«\\=O,
n -> oo

and thus by a simple gênerai argument

V[<p(T)u] < lim F [(pn(T)u] < V[u],
n —>• oo

as desired.
As we shall see in § 4, formula (4) gives ail the bounded variation decreasing

functions of T, if A~(T) 0. If however A~(T) > 0 there is one further
(trivial) variation decreasing function which is described in § 4.

4. Necessary Conditions. We require the following resuit, which is a spécial
case of a theorem of Schoenbbrg [9].

4. °°
Theorem 4a, Let y) (a2) €L1(0, oo) and let L(x) — J y>(02) cos xada

71 o

If for every a(t) c L1(— oo, oo) we hâve V[L*a] < F [a] then there exists
a function6)

ff(^) d[ecoli7(l + <rW)]-1 (1)
h

where 0 < c, 0 < />! < 62 < Sbk~2 < oo such that y)(a2) ^(cr2)

almost everywhere for 0 < a < oo
Hère

00

L*a-(x) J i(x — t) a(t)dt — oo < x < oo

and F [a] counts the number of changes of sign of a(x) for — oo < x < oo

•) Note that 62's «correspond to» 6's.
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We again assume that conditions (1) of § 2 are satisfied. We further assume
that (p (A) is a bounded Lebesgtte measurable function defined on 8(T) such
that <p(T) is variation diminishing in H. Our objective in the présent section
is to prove that q>(X) must be essentially of the form (9) of § 1. Since the pro-
duct of variation decreasing operators is again variation decreasing it follows
from Theorem 3b that if %p(X) y(X) e~* then tp(X) is variation decreasing.
The advantage of working with %p (A) is that it is small at oo. Let us set

V J y1(x,o)y(t90*)y>(o*)M(o)-ida (2)

- 4 2Vl{z, iLk) y(t, -Lk2) yi-LJ) M*i
Using (14) and (18) of § 2 it is easily seen that this formula defines K(x, t)
as a continuous bounded function of x and t for 0 < x, t < 6o It follows
from Fttbini's theorem that if u(x) c Lx(0, oo) ^ H then

xp{T)u-(x) J K(x, t) u{t) dt. (3)
o

Consequently since y>(T) is variation diminishing

J K(x,t)u(t)dt]<V[u(x)] (4)
o

for every u € 2^(0, oo) ^ H. A simple approximation argument shows that
in fact (4) holds for u cLt(0, oo).

Lemma 4b. Under the above assumptions there exists a function W of the
form (1) such that y>{a2) ^(cr2) almost everywhere for 0 < a < oo

Let us define

4 oo

L(x) — J cos xa tp(a2) do (5)
n $

We will prove that for x and t fixed, — oo < x, t < oo

Km K(z + r,t + r) L(x — t). (6)
r-+ oo

Note for x and t fixed we will hâve x + r and t + r greater than or equal to 0

for ail sufficiently large r, so that K(x + r, t -{- r) is well defined. We hâve

K(x + r,t + r) I1 + IM
where

h — ]vi(* + r, a) y(t + r, a2) y>(o*) M(o)~* do
7t — oo
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I2 - ±J£vi{* + r, %Lh) y(t + r, -L$) y(-V) M* -

By (14) and (15) of § 2

y) eiua + Ô(U,O)

where | ô(u, a) | < K for 0 < u, a < oo, and lim ô(u, a) 0 for

0<a < oo. By (18) of § 2

y(w, ex2) M(a)e-iua -
where

€(^, or) M (a) ô(u, a) + M (a) ô(u, a)
Consequently

yx{x + r,a)y(t + r,o2) e'(a;-')ff M (a) + eiix + t+2r>a M (a) + R(x,t,r,a)
where \R\ <K\ M{a) \ and lim R 0. We hâve /x Ji + J8 + Jz

where

7t

— f c* «•+'+*»•> • {^)/Jlf (a)} y>(
71 — oo

J3 A f i?(a;,f)r,
77 — oo

By the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem

lim J2 0,2
oo

and by Lebesgue's theorem on dominated convergence

lim/3 0.
r-»-oo

It follows from (14) of § 2 that lim /2= 0. Thèse résulta together establish
f->00

(6). Let a(x) € 2^(— oo, oo) ; using (4) we find that

Vr[] K(x + r,t+ r)a(t)dt]<Vr[a]
_ r

where by Vr [a] we mean the number of changes of sign ofaon — r <x< oo.
Letting r -> oo and using Lebesgue's limit theorem we see that V[L*a]
< F [a]. We hâve now only to apply Theorem 4a to obtain our desired resuit.

15 CMH vol. 36
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Before proceding let us take account of how far we are from our goal. We
hâve shown that for a function W(X) defined (1) (with g2 replaced by X) \p(X)

W(X) almost everywhere for 0 < A < oo. However we hâve not yet shown
that bk>Lm k 1,2,... nor hâve we proved that tp( — Lk2) W{ — Lk2)
k 1, m.

We now divide our argument into two cases, as the constant d of (1) is zéro
or is not zéro. The first case to which we will return at the end of our discussion
is trivial. In the foliowing lemmas 4c, 4d, and 4e we confine ourselves to the
case d ^ 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that d 1.

Lemma 4c. Let K{x,t) be defined by (2). If 0 < xx < x2 < < xn,
0 <t1<t2. .<tny then

àéh[K(xt,t,)] >0.
Let 0 < f! < f g < < fy, and 0 < rx < r2 < < tn include { #J"

and {ttyi respectively. The sets {Ijf and {r^ will be specified more closely
in a moment. An easy déduction from (4) shows that the matrix [K(£t, r3)]

i,j=l9...9N is variation diminishing. Since d 1 in (1) it is évident
that L(0) > 0, while by the RiemaknvLebesgfe theorem
Consequently if A is sufficiently large we hâve

By (6) it follows that if r is sufficiently large

det [ K(r + iA, r + jA)\^t > 0

det [ K(r + iA, r + jA)l*+l± > 0

{Çt}? include (in addition to {xt}\) {r + iA}%+1, and {rjf include (in
addition to {tt}f) {r + iA}"+1 Since [K(Çt, T,)]t,fLi is variation diminishing
two minors of the same size hâve the same sign, whenever the size is less than
the rank, see [6, Chapter V]. Our desired resuit now follows.

Lemmaéd.Undertheaboveassumptions bx > Lm, and tp(—Lk2) W{—Lk2)
k 1, 2, .,m — 1

Although the démonstration of this lemma is very elementary it is never-
theless long and tedious. Also the case oc 0 is in some degree spécial and to
begin with we assume — n < oc < 0.

It is évident from the discussion in § 3 that if — n < oc < 0 then yx(x, ix)
> 0 for 0 < x < oo, r > Lm — d if ô is a sufficiently small positive quantity.
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if
Y1(x,ix) y>(T)y1(x,ix)

then
00

Y1(x9ir) $K(x,t)y1(t,ir)dt.
o

By Lemma 4c with n 1 it follows that

Yx{x,ix)>Q 0<x<oo)r>Lm — ô. (7)

Alternatively we hâve the représentation

Y(i) J(Jyl(,)()( + ){)()-*do (8)
7Z oo

j, %Lk) Jc(r) (t2 - V)-i ^(-V) Mk

see (13) and (22) of § 2. We will show that if the conclusion of our lemma are
not true we can use (8) to contradict (7).

Step 1. 6X >: L1. Suppose this is false and that bx< Lx. Deform the Une
of intégration in the intégral on the right hand side of (8) from Ims 0,
to Ims r, where r > b1. We find that if bx ~ b2 bx < bN+x and if

then

Y1(x,ir)

where for some € > 0 B(x) 0(e~{bi+€)x) as x -> oo. Using (17) of § 2 we
now see that if bx < Lx

Yt(x9 ir) c Jfc(r) (r2 - V)"1^"1 e~b*x[l + o(l)] (9)

where c is a positive constant indépendant of t. Now k(r) changes sign as r
crosses Lm, since k(r) \r M(ir), see the end of § 2. Therefore if (9) holds
it is possible to contradict (7).

Step 2. 61>i1. The argument hère is almost exactly as above. Assume
bx Lt. Choose r > Lx and deform the line of intégration in (8) to ïms r.
We obtain

Yt{x, ix) (27ti) (NI)-*- (2/
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where R(x) O(e~(Ll + €)x), and from this it is apparent that

Yx(x, ix) c k(x) (r2 - L1*)-*M1 x» e~L>* [1 + o(l)], (10)

where hère again c is a positive constant indépendant of x, etc.

Step 3. y)(—Lx2) W(—Lx2). Choose r> Lx, etc. Let Ix be the intégral
on the right of (8). Then the usual contour intégration argument gives

Ix (2*0(2/*) yx(x, iLx) k(x) (r2 - W)-*(- %MX)W{-Lh*) + R{x)

where R(x) 0(e~(Xi+€)aî) for some € > 0. Let /2 be the sum on the right
of (8). Then

/« - 4 yAx, %LX) k(x) (r2 - A2)"1 M1 y>(-A2)

where again JR(a;) O(e~(L*+€)x) for some €> 0. Thus

Yx(x,ix) 4t(r) (r2 - Lfl-iMAVU-Lf) - v(-L^)] y1(x,iL1) + R(x)
(H)

Since k(x) changes sign across Lm (11) can be made to contradict (7) just as

before, unless y{-Lx*) W{-L^).
Repeated application of steps 1., 2., and 3. proves that bx > Lm and that

V{-W) ¥(-Lf) k - 1, m - 1

Step 4. bx > Lm. Arguing just as in step 2 we find that if x > Lm

Y1(xy ix)^c k(x) (r2 - Lm*)-*Mm x* e-^*[l + o(l)] (12)

where c is a positive constant indépendant of t. Since by (9) of § 2 M (ix) < 0

if t > Lm9 we hâve Mm > 0 and k(x) < 0. Thus (12) contradicts (7).

It remains to indicate the modifications that are necessary if <x 0. The

difficulty is that the proof of (7) is in default, due to the fact that no matter
how small à > 0 is chosen y\(x, ix) has one change of sign in 0 < x < oo,
if Lm — d < x < Lm. We will prove that for ô > 0 sufficiently small and
for each r, Lm — ô < x < Lmf the inequality Yx(x9 ix) > 0 holds for ail
sufficiently large x, which is ail we need. Choose a value x0 for which
Yx(Xq, iLm) > 0 Since, as is easily seen, lim Yx(x,ix) Yx(x, iLm) there

m

Lm
is a â, Lm^x <Lm — ô<Lm such that Yx{x0, ix)>0 if Lm - d < x < L
Now V\{xyix) has one change of sign, and consequently Yx{x,ix) has
either no changes of sign or one change of sign. If Yx(xt ix) has no changes
of sign then since Yx(xOi ix) > 0 we must hâve Yx(x} ix) > 0 for 0 < x
< oo If Yx(x9 ix) has one change of sign we proceed as follows. Theorem
la of § 1 together with Lemma 4c shows that since yx(x, ix) is first négative
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and then positive, Yx(x, ir) must be first négative and then positive, that
is it must be non-negative for ail sufficiently large x.

Lemma 4 e. Under the above assumptions y>(—Lm2) W(—Lm2)
The argument hère is somewhat différent from that used to prove the pre-

ceding lemma. In what foliows we shall for the sake of simplicity assume that
bi < b2i i.e. N 1. This involves no loss of generality7). In the formula (2)
let us deform the line of intégration from Ims 0, to ïm.8 r, where

b1<r<b2- Taking Lemma 4d into account we find that if ^(s2)
(s2 + ôx2) W(82) then

K(x, t) Ix{x, t) + I2{x, t) + B(x, t) (13)

where

I^x, t) ±Mn\Y(-Lm*) - y>(-Ln*)]yi(x, iLm)y{t, -Lm*)
I2(x, t) 2[b1M(ib1)]-^W1(-b1^)y1(x, ibj y(t, -V),

and where for some c > 0

I R{%, t) | ^fe-^+^-'l (14)

Let us examine the asymptotic behaviour of Ix and /2. We hâve
y(t, -Lm*) emyi(x, iLJ Thus if éMmcm[Y(-Lm*) - y>(-LJ)] A,
then

Ix(x, t) A e-Lm(x + t) [1 + o(l)] as x9t->oo. (15)

Similarly

I2(x,t) Be-^-^il + o(l)] asa;,^->oo. (16)

In obtaining thèse results we hâve used formulas (7) and (15) from § 2. We
note that B > 0, for the explicit expression for B shows that it is not 0,
and B < 0 is impossible since it would imply K(x, t) < 0 for certain large
values of x and t, which contradicts the case n 1 of Lemma 4c. In order
to prove our lemma it is enough to show that A 0. It is trivial to see that
A > 0, since the contrary assumption would imply K(x, t) < 0 for certain
large values etc. By Lemma 4c if 0 < xx < x2, 0 <tx <t2, then

>t2

Let 0 (6x —Lm)/(61 + Lm) and choose 6 < Xx < X2 < 1. We set xx u,
x2 u/6, tx Xxu, t2 X2u. Using (13)~(16) we find that

7) It is always possible to replace y (A) by y>(A) [1 -f- A/p2]-1 where Lm < p2 < bt.
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e ^(Xj-x^m as ^ -> 00

and if A ^ 0

A*)U as u -> oo

Prom this it is évident that for large u, A < 0. This contradiction shows
that J. 0.

Theorem 4f. Let the assumptions (1) of § 2 hold. If ç? is a bounded measurable
function on S(T) such that (p{T) is variation diminishing, then there exist
constants d real, c > 0, ^"(î7) < bx < 62 < Sbk~x < oo, such that8)

A/6,)]-1 A e S(T) (17)

or

ç>(A) O for Ac^(T)-{LJ. (18)

Suppose first that W(o*) in Lemma 4b is not identically zéro; i.e. d ^0.
In this case our preceding arguments prove that there exist constants d ^ 0,
c > 0, A~(T) < V < b22 < 2T£fc-a < oo such that

and thus that

where c c — 1, bh bk2, etc. Since by assumption y) is bounded on
we must hâve c > 0.

There remains the case that W(a2) in Lemma 4b is identically zéro; i.e.
d 0. In this case y)(a2) 0 for 0 < a < oo Using Step 3. of Lemma 4d
we find that in this case y>(—Lk2) 0 for & 1, m — 1. This gives
(18). Since if ip(X) has the form (18) every function in H is transformed into
a multiple of yt(x, iLm) it is évident that y)(T) is (trivially) variation
decreasing.

8) The relations (17) and (18) need hold only almost everywhere for 0 <Ç A < oo
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